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Business profile
・Designs, develops and operates social apps games.
・Has an edge in management simulation games, such as “My Restaurant (Bokuno
resutoran)” series, which has a long life time value. These games also attract female
users, which is also a strength of the company. While there was a temporary
decrease in revenue on platforms such as GREE and DeNA, they are starting to
recover due to improved operation.
・Intends to move towards a smooth transition to native apps. Being able to establish
their unique revenue generating model is one of their main initiatives for this fiscal
year. Their new game title “Grand Gods of the Millennium” has captured 700
thousand users and is up to a good start.
・Expanding its business in the high growth markets of Asia, in particular, China and
South Korea.
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

Full scale transition to native apps
（Earnings results for FY2014）
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《Overview》
FY 2014 PL statement

（units：million yen）

FY2014

FY2014

FY2014

%

Q4

Accumulated

forecast (feb. 4)

difference
100.0%

Sales

1,628

6,452

6,452

Cost of Sales

1,386

5,092

―

―

Gross Margin

242

1,360

―

―

SGA

387

1,211

Operating Profit

―

-145

149

140

-8.9%

2.3%

2.2%

Ordinary Profit

-138

151

140

Pretax Profit

-190

97

Net Profit

-145

22

Operating Margin

―
106.6%
―
108.1%

―
20

―
110.5%

The full year earnings results were basically unchanged from the announcement
made on February 4th (announcing the upward revision in operating profits), with
sales of 6,452million yen and operating profit of 149 million yen.
The company mentioned that the reason they were able to close with a slight
positive operating profit (despite a forecast of zero profit) was due to the solid
implementation of (1) a reformulation of a stable operating system for existing
browser games, (2) limiting the number of releases of native apps to 3 game titles
and (3) tightening cost control measures, all of which they announced as their policy
during the earnings results announcement for Q2. To summarize FY 2014s
performance, they also stressed that the biggest achievement for the FY was having
been able to gain the experience of operating and developing native apps.
Situations for each segments are as follows:
１．

Browser games

Sales for simulation games have completely rebounded from the decline in Q2 (re:
chart below, yellow circled portion). On the other hand, sales for card battle games
are on a declining trend.
２．

Native apps

While “Boku no resutoran 3 (My restaurant 3)” is still undergoing fine tuning, the
fees collected from the other two apps “Grand Gods of the Millennium” and
“Bahamut Crisis” is increasing.
Given these results, the company intends to focus on the following for FY 2015:
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Browser Games： Minimize the decline in sales through stable operation（But
budget will assume for a declining trend）.
Native apps：Improve profitability and revenue generation by adding systems and
by fine tuning.
The company claims that the structure to implement the above measures are well in
place.
《Trends in Sales for different titles》（citing from company presentation）

《Earnings forecast for FY 2015 and corporate strategy》
Earnings forecast for FYE December 2015 are as follows:
FY2015

Sales

FY2014

2Q (Jan. - Jun.)

4Q (Jan. -Dec.)

4Q (Jan. Dec.)

(forecast)

(forecast)

(actual)

% difference

3,000

8,500

6,452

131.7%

-500

300

149

201.1%

-16.7%

3.5%

2.3%

Ordinary Profit

-500

300

151

198.3%

Net Profit

-500

180

22

814.2%

Operating Profit
Operating Margin

―

Full year sales is expected to reach 8,500 million yen, a 31.7% increase yoy, and
operating profit of 300 million yen, a 201.1% increase yoy.
The main initiative for FY2015 will be the realization of the full scale transition to
native apps.
As seen in the diagram below, the plan is to introduce twice the number of native
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apps as FY 2014 , ie. 6 titles.
The Company also plans to distribute native apps through its Asian bases.

Sustain a
stable revenue
base
 Sustain sales for
existing browser
business through
operation outsourcing
 Fine tune existing
native apps

Introduce new
native apps

Implement
global
distribution

 Release 6 new apps
 Distribute “Grand Gods
developed internally and of the Millennium”
through collaboration
within 2015 in the
Asian market
 Commence publishing
business

 Strengthen overseas
bases to prepare for
future releases

The native apps planned for release for 2015 are: 4 titles for male/mid-core and 2
titles for female/light users. The company is also planning to commence a new
publishing business.
The disclosed information of the planned games are as follows:
① Valiant Soul（RPG）
A mid-core title designed targeting a major genre in the global market
② “Project 3（tentative title）”（RPG）
A mid-core title, full of aspects to continue the game such as real time battle and
flexible character creation
Also, in the area of publishing, the company plans to release the following as its very
first title:
① “Nekketsu- koha Kunio-kun”（Scroll action game）
Of the 6 games which the company plans to develop, for two of the titles, there is
already a system in place for timely release. However, it is to be seen whether the
company could build a system to release 6 titles- twice the number of titles as last
year.
On that point, the company explains that while two titles have been in the
development pipeline since FY 2014 (and expenses already accounted for), they
claim that they can achieve those tasks because: ①they have finished repositioning
human resources which are now optimally positioned and the man-power and
capacity is sufficient, ② they have been able to increase efficiency in the
development process as well as establish a firm project management system and a
milestone control system through the know-how they have gained in FY 2014 on
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native apps development.
Development
system for
native apps (in
the Company)

Improve
efficiency in the
development
process

 Outsource browser app operation and free
up people to apply to native apps business
 (Increase) employees working on native apps
to 80%

 Station a project management specialist
 Monitor progress by controlling milestones
 Avoid delays in release while still securing
quality

SIR acknowledges that this FY2015 is an important year for enish to realize
its full-scale transition into native apps. Also, whether the company can
succeed in its overseas distribution business will have a great impact on its
growth strategy; therefore SIR will continue to closely monitor and follow
their developments.
Strategic IR Insight Inc. CEO Yuichi Sekiguchi
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Global Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by Strategic IR Insight Inc. (hereafter “SIR”). This
document is for distribution only as may be permitted by law. It is not directed to, or
intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or
located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution,
publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or would subject
SIR to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. It is published
solely for information purposes; it is not an advertisement nor is it a solicitation or an offer
to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy.
No representation or warranty expresses or implied, is provided in relation to the
accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained in this document
(‘the Information’), except with respect to Information concerning SIR. The Information is
not intended to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or
developments referred to in the document. SIR does not undertake to update or keep
current the Information. Any opinions expressed in this document may change without
notice and may differ or be contrary to opinions expressed by other business areas or
groups of SIR. Any statements contained in this report attributed to a third party
represent SIR's interpretation of the data, information and/or opinions provided by that
third party either publicly or through a subscription service, and such use and
interpretation has not been reviewed by the third party.
Nothing in this document constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or
recommendation is suitable or appropriate to an investor’s individual circumstances or
otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation. Investments involve risks, and
investors should exercise prudence and their own judgment in making their investment
decisions.
Research will initiate, update and cease coverage solely at the discretion of SIR. The
analysis contained in this document is based on numerous assumptions. Different
assumptions could result in materially different results. The analyst(s) responsible for the
preparation of this document may interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel
and other parties for the purpose of gathering, applying and interpreting market
information.
SIR specifically prohibits the redistribution of this document in whole or in part without the
written permission of SIR and SIR accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third
parties in this respect. Images may depict objects or elements that are protected by
third party copyright, trademarks and other intellectual property rights. All rights reserved.
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